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Race order & betting menu announced
The Breeders' Cup announced earlier this week
the official order of races, and guaranteed multi-race
wagering pools for the 2018 Breeders’ Cup World
Championships on Friday, November 2 and Saturday,
November 3 at Churchill Downs in Louisville, Kentucky.
There will be a total of 10 races (five Breeders' Cup races)
on the first day of the Championships – now called “Future
Stars Friday” – and 12 races on the Saturday program (nine
Breeders' Cup races). The Friday program begins at 12:55
p.m. ET with four undercard races. The last race of the
day, which follows the Sentient Jet Breeders’ Cup Juvenile,
will have a post time of 6:43 p.m. ET.
Championship Saturday’s first post is 10:45 a.m. ET and
begins with two undercard races. There will be one race
following the Breeders’ Cup Classic, which will have a post
time of 6:22 p.m. ET.
Championships Race Order (All Times Eastern)
The first Championships race on “Future Stars Friday”
will be the $1 million Breeders' Cup Juvenile Turf Sprint
(3:21 p.m.); the $1 million Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies
Turf (4:00 p.m.); the $2 million Tito’s Handmade Vodka
Breeders' Cup Juvenile Fillies (4:40 p.m.); the $1 million
Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Turf (5:22 p.m.) and the $2 million
Sentient Jet Breeders’ Cup Juvenile (6:05 p.m.)
Championship Saturday begins with two undercard races
followed by the $1 million Breeders’ Cup Filly & Mare
Sprint (12:00 p.m.); the $1 million Breeders’ Cup Turf
Sprint (12:38 p.m.); the $1 million Breeders' Cup Dirt Mile
(1:16 p.m.); the $2 million Maker’s Mark Breeders’ Cup
Filly & Mare Turf (2:04 p.m.); the $2 million
TwinSpires Breeders’ Cup Sprint (2:46 p.m.); the $2 million
Breeders’ Cup Mile (3:36 p.m.); the $2 million Longines
Breeders’ Cup Distaff (4:16 p.m.); the $4 million
Longines Breeders’ Cup Turf (4:56 p.m.) and the $6 million
Breeders' Cup Classic (5:44 p.m.).
Friday’s Guaranteed Pools
Friday’s card will open with a $500,000 Pick 5 guarantee
on races 1-5. There will be a Late Pick 5 on races 5-9 with
a $1,000,000 guarantee and an all Breeders’ Cup Pick 4 on
Races 6-9 with a $1,500,000 million guarantee.

Saturday’s Guaranteed Pools
There will be a $1,000,000 guaranteed Pick 6 on races 611; a Late Pick 5 on races 7-11 with a
$2,000,000 guarantee and an all Breeders’ Cup Pick 4 on
races 8-11 with a $3,000,000 million guarantee.
POST TIMES AND WAGERING MENU

Special Daily Doubles (SPDD) consist of leg one on Friday
and leg two on Saturday.
Friday’s Pick 6, Pick 5’s and Jackpot Super High-5 may
carryover to Saturday.
Any Pick 5 carryover from Friday or Saturday will
carryover to the late Pick 5on Saturday.
Saturday’s Pick 6, late Pick 5 and Jackpot Super High-5
will have a mandatory payout in the Breeders’
Cup Classic on Saturday.
Bet Minimums
$10 Head2Head
$2 WPS, Daily Double, Pick 6
$1 Exacta and SPDD
$.50 Trifecta, Pick 3, Pick 4, Pick 5 and SH-5
$.10 Superfecta
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Q: The Juvenile seems to be as noteworthy for who won't
be in it (Instagrand, etc.) as who will be in it. What do you
think about that race?

Craig Milkowski, TimeformUS

A: I think we have three very strong horses that will all be
a factor on the Derby Trail if they stay healthy. As a speed
figure guy I think Complexity, Game Winner, and Code of
Honor all look great. Gunmetal Gray is also right there with
any improvement.

Q: What are your thoughts on the new race order with all
the 2-year-old events on Friday?
A: I like it but probably for a different reason than others
will. The 2-year-old races are my least favorite, so I'm
happy to have them lumped together and not be mixed in
with other races in horizontal bets like P3s, P4s, etc. I
couldn't make the event this year in person, but I'd be
more likely to skip attending Friday in the future if this
format remains in the future.

Q: The Distaff features Abel Tasman taking on several
talented 3-year-olds. Will you be playing one of them or
going somewhere else?
A: I'll probably pass this race. I think Abel Tasman is clearly
best but comes in off a bad race with a possible excuse as
she might have been sick. I don't see the three year olds,
or any of the others, offering any value.

Q: There's a lot of chatter on social media about the Dirt
Mile not being necessary or being a hindrance on other
races like the Classic and Sprint. Do you agree?

Q: Who is the favorite you're taking a stand against and
why?

A: I think it hurts both races from a betting perspective.
Two races have morphed into three and it shows in the
field size of the Dirt Mile and the Sprint this year.

A: Admittedly a lukewarm favorite at 5-1 on the morning
line, but I don't get Polydream at all. This one isn't listed as
getting Lasix which is a negative for me. One of the second
choices in the race is Analyze It at 6-1, another I won't be
using. In a wide open race I'll be swinging on some long
prices.

Q: What's your favorite Breeders' Cup memory (a bet you
hit, a race, etc.)?
A: The Sprint last year with Roy H over Imperial Hint. I did
a lot of interviews and radio spots and articles and always
pointed out these two as strictly the ones to beat. I've hit
bigger prices over the years and made more money on
other races, but being right in public is a good feeling.

Q: Who is the horse you're most excited to bet and why?
A: Promises Fulfilled is anywhere near his morning line of
6-1. I don't ever remember seeing a Sprint with this little
speed, and he clearly should have an advantage in my
opinion.

Q: Is Enable finally the horse to end the drought of Arc
winners in the Turf? If not her, then who interests you?

Q: The Classic: Accelerate or someone else (and who if
someone else)?

A: She could be, but I'm going to play against her.
Waldgeist interests me. He has some trouble in the Arc
and I've had success betting some of the Arc also runs in
the past, most notably Shirocco at a big price. I'd prefer he
was using Lasix but with Andre Fabre as the trainer I can
overlook that.

A: McKinzie. I just can't get past Sadler's Breeders' Cup
record and Accelerate isn't going to offer much in the way
of price. I'll also use Mind Your Biscuits.

Q: In the other grass races, do the horses from the U.S. or
Canada have any shot against the overseas invaders?
A: Certainly. I always favor the North American horses in
the Turf Sprint and will continue to do so until a shipper
wins. If they couldn't do it on the hill at Santa Anita, it is
unlikely 5 1/2 furlongs at Churchill is going to help. Only
one shipper has won the Mile in the last seven runnings. I
also think Chad Brown's skill has really leveled the playing
field with the European shippers. He'll certainly be a force
in the Filly and Mare Turf and both Juvenile Turf races.
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comes back in my mind was one I lost, when Cat Thief won
at Gulfstream in 1999. I had eight or nine horses going into
that race, all to a varying degrees, but all for MAJOR
scores, because I had loved Anees in the Juvenile, earlier in
the card, and singled him in Pick-6's and whatever other
pick-n’s they had.
I still don't believe Cat Thief won that thing as he had
won one of his last 11 of races going into the Breeders’
Cup and lost his next 11 after the Breeders’ Cup, but he
had to beat me that day, somehow. In case, you don't
remember, that's the Pick-6 that paid over $3 million
dollars, and yes, I did have the horses who ran second and
third, who were both longer in odds that Cat Thief.
I admit, it's been close to 20 years and its way past the
five minute complaining rule, but it still bugs me when
somebody says that horse won because he had a nasal
strip on.

Paul Matties Jr., 2016 NHC Champion
Q: What are your thoughts on the new race order with all
the 2-year-old events on Friday?
A: I like it. At the very least, the Distaff is back on Saturday
where it belongs. I'm guessing, but I think the long term
plan is to eventually move the 2-year-old races forward to
something like a Breeders’ Cup Encore in December. If that
is done, the fall 2-year-old stake schedule would develop
more, and it would better because all these horses would
have more time after Saratoga and Del Mar. It's always
been a little bit of a hurry to make the Juvenile, even
before we were inundated with all these overly patient
supertrainers. Of course, we had a potential superstar like
Instagrand skip the Juvenile this year. Maybe, with more
time and a bigger spotlight, that sort of thing wouldn't
happen.

Q: Is Enable finally the horse to end the drought of Arc
winners in the Turf? If not her, then who interests you?
A: It definitely appears that the Breeders’ Cup was the
goal with Enable all year, not the Arc, and she was able to
win that again. When Juddmonte does something
aggressive like this, they are very successful.
You do have to make a case for the other horse out of
the Arc, Waldgeist, though. I can even buy the argument
that Waldgeist was as good as Enable in the Arc, but my
gut feeling is that Enable is going to move forward off the
Arc. The problem with betting the race is that the
American contingent is so weak. I will try to dream
something wild up to go with the two main contenders,
especially in the two-hole and three-hole in the gimmicks,
but this certainly does look like the year that we finally
have an Arc winner win at the Breeders’ Cup.

Q: There's a lot of chatter on social media about the Dirt
Mile not being necessary or being a hindrance on other
races like the Classic and Sprint. Do you agree?
A: Well, It definitely can be but, luckily, I don't think that's
the case this year, as we don't have a situation like we did
with Liam's Map, for example. Unfortunately, racing has
lost its perspective a little with all this specialist racing.
Horses like Winx and Frankel are great at what they do,
but when you start calling mile turf horses the best horse
since Secretariat, you allow for horses skipping their
chance at being great. For example, Mind Your Biscuits has
his best chance of winning a Breeders’ Cup race in the
Mile, but they're doing the right thing by running in the
Classic. I think it's a tough assignment for him, and I have
doubts about the mile and a quarter, but it doesn't mean
he shouldn't be running in the Classic. Nobody in their
right mind would skip the Kentucky Derby to run in the Pat
Day Mile. It should be the same way with the Breeders’
Cup Classic and the Dirt Mile.
Q: What's your favorite Breeders' Cup memory (a bet you
hit, a race, etc.)?
A: The first Breeders’ Cup was a big deal to me because I
was young and I was following the news of it. Of course, it
was different then, and on the East Coast, we didn't hear a
lot about it beforehand, so you really had no idea what it
was going to be like. I remember buying a Sports Eye
(which is mainly a harness publication) because it had all
the Breeders’ Cup races in it ahead of time.
The first Breeders’ Cup I attended in person was at
Churchill in 1988, when Alysheba won the last race in the
dark and that was a fun day. I've bet the winners of the
Classic many times over the years, but the one that always

Q: In the other grass races, do the horses from the U.S. or
Canada have any shot against the overseas invaders?
A: I would say so. I never like to the concept of just
deferring to the European horses, although like I said, they
seem to have them over the barrel in the big one (Turf). All
the other turf races, I don't think that's the case, but I
(continued on next page)
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prefer the European horses in the F&M Turf race, as well. I
never think the Europeans have an advantage in a sprint
race anywhere on the globe, 2-year-olds or older. Not
surprisingly, they have very little chance in the Turf Sprint
again this year. It also looks like the European milers aren't
that good, either, so the North Americans might have an
advantage there, too.

On the other hand, Monomoy Gal was not impressive
going a mile and an eighth in the Coaching Club, and she
didn't look like she was progressing to have any chance
versus older horses.
Then, a month later, everything changed as Abel Tasman
ran the worst race of her life, and Monomoy Gal and
Midnight Bisou both moved forward at Parx, running a big
figure. My initial thoughts of all this is that these
inconsistencies in both horses are weaknesses, especially
for being two short-priced favorites. Also, I expect that
they will probably have each other in their sights, hooking
up early and quickening the pace too early. Thinking right
now, I will be looking to "bet a little to win a lot" and take
some longer improving horses like Midnight Bisou and
Blue Prize, and maybe even La Force and Champagne
Problems, especially if the inside is playing good.
Q: Who is the favorite you're taking a stand against and
why?
A: The two big favorites, Enable and Newspaperofrecord, I
am not against by any means, but it wouldn't be shocking
if either of them lost. I guess Bellafina in the Juvenile Filly
will be one I will go against, especially with her outside
draw and the amount of speed in the race. Reflect might
be a good priced horse to take a chance with in there.

Q: The Juvenile seems to be as noteworthy for who won't
be in it (Instagrand, etc.) as who will be in it. What do you
think about that race?

Q: Who is the horse you're most excited to bet and why?

A: Off of the figures, it's clearly the first two finishers in
the American Pharoah vs. the first two finishers in the
Champagne. Even though Game Winner and Complexity
were impressive earning those big numbers, they did
achieve them with ideal setups and ones they won't be
able to repeat here. There are a couple other quality
speeds that might impact the running style of the race and
maybe a horse like Standard Deviation could get a piece of
the gimmicks, but the winner has to be one of those four
horses exiting those two aforementioned races.
I'm sure Gunmetal Gray will give a good account of
himself, coming out of the Hollendorfer barn and with
more pace, but the trip handicapper in me says don't
overthink this and just go with Code of Honor off his
horror trip last time at Belmont. With that said, I wish he
was bred more for distance, especially going around two
turns for the first time, but if he breaks better and with the
probable pace scenario, he should be able to get this far.
The Derby might be entirely different, but we shouldn't
get ahead of ourselves, yet.

A: Firenze Fire in the Dirt Mile. The more I look at it, the
more I think he can't lose. Also, in the Marathon on Friday,
I expect Rocketry to win big right back and I am going to
use him with Honorable Duty and Big Dollar Bill.
Q: The Classic: Accelerate or someone else (and who if
someone else)?
A: By this time, we will have an idea on how John Sadler
has done so far in this year's Breeders’ Cup. His 0-41
record is well-documented. If he has had no success, you
will be forced to bet against him, especially from post 14
and how he didn't break well last time. Not sure how I
well go about it yet, but I know I will be using Gunnevera in
everything. Interestingly, I have a future bets on Catholic
Boy at 100-1 and 75-1, but I don't think he has much
chance.

Q: The Distaff features Abel Tasman taking on several
talented 3-year-olds. Will you be playing one of them or
going somewhere else?
A: From August, the perspective of this race has bounced
all around. At Saratoga, Abel Tasman gave an incredible
performance, and if she repeats that race, she won't lose.
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8.

Liam the Charmer: Is two-for-two this year after sitting
out 12 months. He looks strong and fresh, but the big
question is he good enough to step up to Grade 1
company? He looks over matched, but he has solid
late turn of foot and could hit the board with a big
improvement.

9.

Quarteto de Cordas: The mystery horse straight from
Brazil for Ian Wilkes and Brian Hernandez. Hard to
know what to expect but guessing he will need the
race of his life to contend here.

By Mike Adams
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Talismanic: This horse made my Breeders’ Cup when
he burst through the pack and scored at 14-1. We
loved his two prep races last year and felt that a firm
turf course would really suit him. This year he is a hard
read with trips to Hong Kong and Dubai followed by a
layoff. He prepped well for the Arc but was a very
th
poor 13 . Unless his form turns around he is going to
have a lot of trouble getting close to Enable or
Waldgeist.

10. Hi Happy: Was hot earlier in the year with wins in the
Man of War, the Pan American and a near miss in the
Manhattan. He wasn’t as good at Saratoga and
Pletcher decided to give him a month off and a prep in
the Knickerbocker. I think he is a step behind here, but
I think he could surprise a few people if he steps
forward off a solid prep.

Enable: Delighted to see her race in a BC, but this
really makes it a one-horse race. She was clearly short
in the Arc off one prep and she still got the job done.
Gosden was honest before the Arc that he didn’t get
to put enough work in her. She loves to train and
relishes the work, so I expect her to be much better
than she was on Arc day, and that spells huge trouble
for everyone else in this race.

11. Sadler’s Joy: This horse has always been an enigma.
He seldom wins, but you could see the talent and the
turn of foot. He finished a strong fourth in this race
last year but has been hit and miss this entire season. I
think he races better on firmer turf and could be a live
longshot play, particularly if the Turf on Saturday is
not kind to speed.

Channel Maker: Really kicked his season into gear at
Saratoga, and then scored wire-to-wire in the Turf
Classic last out at Belmont. I expect a big effort from
him. He should be forwardly-placed and won’t let
Glorious Empire walk on the lead. Will he be good
enough to hold of the Euros? Doubtful, but he should
be a square price and a must use in exotics.

12. Waldgeist: This guy has had a wonderful year and was
great in the Prix Foy and the Prix de Saint-Cloud but
was very unlucky in the Arc. He drew post 13 and was
forced to weave through traffic to get up for fourth.
The draw has bit him again here with post 12, and that
may compromise his chances. He always throws a
good race but beating Enable from this post maybe
asking a lot.

Robert Bruce: He has turned out to be a very solid
runner since arriving from Chile. His main issues are
that he appears to be tough to ride, and he seems to
find trouble frequently. I would not be surprised if he
fires here, but he will need a clean trip and a max
effort.

13. Hunting Horn: Comes in off a terrible performance in
the Arc and having shipped to America twice during
the season. He hasn’t shown himself to be a Grade 1
level runner this year and post 13 won’t make it easier
here.

Magical: Wheels right back after winning on British
Champions day at Ascot. Her Arc was a total throwout.
She drew post 16, sat last and had no chance.
Finishing just five lengths of Enable was a pretty
strong effort. She has the talent but will she be ready
for a max effort after having two races in October and
now a BC on November 3?

Analysis: This is a strong and solid group, but they should
be no match for Enable. I expect her to move forward after
she was clearly short in the Arc. She should get a perfect
trip from post two and will be very difficult to beat. The
horses with the best chance to upset her is Channel
Maker. He is peaking at the right time and should get a
perfect trip.

Arklow: Has had a wonderful season capped with a
win in the Kentucky Turf Cup. He is developing into a
wonderful turf horse, but I think this group is just too
strong for him. He is going to try hard like he always
does, but I’m not convinced he is ready for a Grade 1
win

Contenders: Enable
Second Tier: Channel Maker, Magical, Waldgeist,
Talismanic, Glorious Empire, Hi Happy, Sadler’s Joy

Glorious Empire: The Cinderella story of 2018. What
an amazing job Chuck Lawrence has done with this
guy. He will be on the lead, and he can gallop all day. I
don’t think he is near good enough, but it would be
super cool if he could be beat Enable.

The Pick: Channel Maker (dead or alive I never paid the
rent at 3-5)
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By Cangamble

6. Almanaar - His effort in the Arlington Million puts him
right in the hunt. Was last race a prep for the BC Mile or is
it is a sign he is off form? A wet turf could negate his
chances as well. A definite contender on a firm turf.

This year is always a very competitive race on paper.
Lots of European talent this year makes the handicapping
very tough. A large field coupled with the uncertainty of
the turf's condition means it is smart to look for prices.

7 Expert Eye - Up and coming 3-year-old. Should be wellplaced early. The seven-week layoff is not a plus. Has the
numbers to be competitive but will probably come up
short.

1 One Master - A filly, trying to beat Grade 1 boys two
races in-a-row. She has never gone a mile and will try to
utilize her post position by taking the lead and running a
shorter distance than any other horse in the race. She has
bounce written all over her.

8 I Can Fly - This 3-year-old filly ran her best race to date
last time out against the boys. She will benefit if the turf
isn't firm. Her numbers are a little under par for these.
9 Hunt - Looks inferior numbers-wise. Hasn't raced since
August. Looks like he lost a step this year. Would need a
complete turnaround to be competitive.

2 Next Share - Is OK at the distance. He took advantage of
his inside post last time to run the best race of his life.
Figures to bounce at least a little from that effort.
Competitive numbers.

10 Catapult - Will come running. But he might need a
race. His best number puts him in the running, but he
needs a few things to go his way to hit the board.

3 Happily - She is a 3-year-old filly who hasn't seen the
winner's circle this year. Last race was her best of the
year. Her post could move her up, but she is a notch
below the competition in this event.

11 Lightning Spear - Has the dwelt excuse last time out.
His form is under decline the past two races since his peak
race in the Sussex. If he runs back to that event, he could
win this race, and it might be worth the gamble to put on
the top part of your tickets. May not like a soft or yielding
turf course.
12 Analyze It - Ran decent last time out despite being so
wide. Second race off a layoff, this 3-year-old looks slightly
below par numbers wise, but he does like the distance.
The post position won't help him.
13 Gustav Klimt - 0-for-five at the distance. He'll
appreciate a wet turf. Has the numbers to be there. Ryan
Moore keeps getting on his back, so he must have some
talent. Might be the right sleeper to throw in.
14 Mustashry - Closer, likes to win. Moving up from Grade
2 victories against relatively shorter fields. Post shouldn't
be a hindrance due to running style. Needs to run the race
of his life to be there.

4 Pollydream - Another 3-year-old filly. She should be
breathing down One Master's neck during the first six
furlongs of the race. Her mile race was her worst race to
date. Her numbers make her competitive, and she has a
favorable running style for a Churchill mile race. Might
stay for a share.

15 Divisidero - Another that is 0-for-five at the distance.
Looks a tad slow for this race. Even if he gets in, tough to
play.
16 Cemmie - Prefers a wet turf. This one doesn't seem to
be wanting the mile distance. Another one that is tough to
be bet if he gets to race.

5 Oscar Performance - Loves the mile distance but may not
love Churchill. Stole a win last time out with slow
fractions. Not a fan of a 45+ day layoff off a win. His best
effort is needed here.

Superfecta Play 6.11.13 w 6.10.11.13 w 4.6.10.11.13 w
2.4.6.7.10.11.13
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The following table shows the Breeders Cup tracks in the
database by year:
2011 Churchill
2012 Santa Anita
2013 Santa Anita
2014 Santa Anita
2015 Keeneland
2016 Santa Anita
2017 Del Mar

From a betting perspective, the Breeders’ Cup is very
different than what you get for a typical weekend of
racing. In many of the races the fields are large and true
contention runs deep. That means favorites have a lower
win percentage than normal. It also means when you have
a valid opinion and one of your contenders wins - you can
get paid.
The query results in the following two tables should help
illustrate this point. This first table shows what would
have happened had you bet $2.00 to Win, Place, and Show
on every starter on Breeders’ Cup Friday and Breeders’
Cup Saturday over the past seven years that met the
following criteria with no other handicapping whatsoever:

The stats presented below have been broken out using
each of the following race types:
Dirt Sprints
Dirt Routes
Turf Sprints
Turf Routes

In the table below, I've broken the above Breeders Cup
win pool data out by day of week:

Note that the strategy (post time odds greater than or
equal to FieldSize divided by 1.5) has actually produced
profitable win pool results on Breeders’ Cup Saturday over
the past seven years.
Keep in mind that I'm not advocating this as a strategy.
But I do think it's noteworthy.
I wanted to include the above table in this write up
because it helps illustrate the way I think about the
Breeders’ Cup: In many of the races the fields are large,
contention runs deep, and there is VALUE to be had.

The following stat categories are presented for each race
type:
By: Odds Rank
By: Odds (in increments of 2.5)
By: HDW RunStyle
By: Gate Draw from the rail out
By: Finish Call Pos Last Out
By: Dist Change from Last Start in Furlongs
BY RIDER sorted by wins
BY TRAINER sorted by wins
BY SIRE sorted by wins
BY TRACK Last Start sorted by Track Code

About the database
These stats were pulled from a Breeders’ Cup only
database that I compiled using HDW data.
The database includes all races run on Breeders’ Cup
Friday and Breeders’ Cup Saturday for the past seven years
(2011 through 2017).

Enjoy,
Jeff Platt, HANA President
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Running Style/Post Stats

Dirt Sprints

Dirt Routes
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Turf Sprints

Turf Routes

Jockey/Trainer/Sire/Last Track/Odds Stats can be found on the Back Page – starting on page 28
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NYRA Bets now available in Pennsylvania
As of today (October 31), the NYRA Bets ADW has joined
the list of those available in the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania. This will allow people from Pennsylvania
who join NYRA Bets to play in their exclusive late pick 5
wager, along with sign-up bonuses and other perks.
“NYRA Bets is proud to expand into Pennsylvania, where
NYRA has a strong and loyal fan base,” said Tony Allevato,
President of NYRA Bets and Executive Producer for NYRA
TV. “Pennsylvania residents have voiced their enthusiasm
to join NYRA Bets and we are happy to now open our
services to them.”
For additional details on this story, please click here.

The all-sources handle for the meet totaled just over $269
million, a drop of 11 percent from last year’s $303 million
and change. A copious number of turf races were lost
through the meet, with only 117 races on the lawn and 64
taken off. Last year those numbers were 181 on the grass
and just five taken off.
Belmont also lost an entire card on Saturday, October 27
due to rainy conditions combined with high winds.
For more, click here.
Keeneland Handle Soars
In contrast to Belmont, Keeneland saw a record handle
set during their Fall Meet. All sources wagering was a new
high of $144,309,944, besting the previous Fall Meet mark
of $139,660,204 from the Fall 2013 Meet.
You can read more on this here.

Impact of Tax Withholding Changes Illustrated
According to a press release and statistics issued by the
National Thoroughbred Racing Association (NTRA) on
October 31, there was “a $307 million reduction in the
amount of winning pari-mutuel wagers reported to the IRS
using form W-2G since tax withholding changes on parimutuel winnings took effect last September 28. There has
also been a $35 million drop in withholding from
horseplayers’ winnings.
“The drastic reduction in the number of winning tickets
requiring reporting and withholding is consequential in
several ways,” said NTRA President and Chief Executive
Officer Alex Waldrop. “Under the old regulations, it was
not uncommon for horseplayers to feel the thrill of
‘winning' only to have their proceeds reported and/or
withheld by the IRS. The old regulations were both unfair
and a burden to all involved. A significant overreach by the
IRS has been corrected thanks to fair-minded officials at
the U.S. Treasury.”
More information and statistics from this story are
available here.

Churchill back on TVG’s main channel
If you’ve turned the television to TVG lately, you may
have noticed that Churchill Downs is back on the main
channel. This will continue through the end of the Fall
Meet. TVG will also be the only television channel where
the Breeders’ Cup Filly & Mare Sprint and Turf Sprint can
be seen live on Saturday, November 3 as NBCSN will be in
Premier League Football coverage at the time. Breeders’
Cup coverage will switch to NBCSN at 1 P.M. eastern
“Churchill Downs' fall meet consistently offers some of
the very best racing in the US and we are very excited to
showcase this meet for racing fans across the country,”
said Kip Levin, CEO of TVG. “The return of the Breeders'
Cup to Churchill Downs this year adds a layer of
anticipation to this meet and we look forward to bringing
our viewers the first two Breeders' Cup races on
Championship Saturday and the supporting stakes and
races on both days of the event.”
You can get additional information on this story here.

Handle Declines for Belmont Fall Meet
A run of lousy weather on the East Coast was a driving
factor in a handle decrease during the recently-concluded
Belmont Park Fall Meet.
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Q: Is Enable finally the horse to end the drought of Arc
winners in the Turf? If not her, then who interests you?
A: She’s one of the best chances in a long time and far and
away the most likely winner of the race. At the likely
prices, however, Channel Maker intrigues given his
improving profile and good record over both the distance
and soft ground.

Candice Hare, TVG/Capping With Candice
Q: What are your thoughts on the new race order with all
the 2-year-old events on Friday?
A: From a betting perspective, I find the Friday 2-year-old
race day an interesting challenge. I personally enjoyed
handicapping the card because it allowed me to really
focus and get in the “juvenile handicapping mode.” It will
be interesting to see how it plays out a far as prices are
concerned on the day, but on paper it appears upsets
could be on the table.

Q: In the other grass races, do the horses from the U.S. or
Canada have any shot against the overseas invaders?
A: Yes. Horses like Sistercharlie and Fourstar Crook are
leading chances in the Breeders’ Cup Filly & Mare Turf.
Q: The Juvenile seems to be as noteworthy for who won't
be in it (Instagrand, etc.) as who will be in it. What do you
think about that race?
A: The race appears to be as wide open as ever. When the
G1 Hopeful winner is 20-1, you know you have a good
betting race on your hands.
Q: The Distaff features Abel Tasman taking on several
talented 3-year-olds. Will you be playing one of them or
going somewhere else?
A: I’m with them. As ugly as the finish to the G1 Cotillion
looked to the eye, the mares have looked a weak bunch as
a whole especially after Abel Tasman’s flop. Monomoy Girl
still looks the one for me, as her worst efforts are still
better than these.

Q: There's a lot of chatter on social media about the Dirt
Mile not being necessary or being a hindrance on other
races like the Classic and Sprint. Do you agree?

Q: Who is the favorite you're taking a stand against and
why?
A: I’m against Catalina Cruiser. He’s impressed in his four
starts to date, but they’ve all come against far inferior
horses in Southern California. At a price, Firenze Fire
intrigues stepping back up in trip.

A: In an ideal world, the Breeders’ Cup could be
compressed into far fewer races than it is now in order to
restrict it to the best horses in the country. If that were to
ever take place, the Dirt Mile would and should be one of
the ones to go by the wayside. I’m not sure it really
compromises the Sprint much, but more often than not it
winds up being a race made up of horses who weren’t
good enough to make the Classic.

Q: Who is the horse you're most excited to bet and why?
A: East in the Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies Turf. She’s
lightly-raced, but has been incredibly impressive to date
and the sky appears to be the limit. Her winning form over
soft ground only further aids her chances given likely
chance of rain throughout the week.

Q: What's your favorite Breeders' Cup memory (a bet you
hit, a race, etc.)?
A: I had a future wager on Bayern for the Breeders’ Cup
Classic so I was one of the few who felt relieved when he
didn’t come down via DQ. I was at that race live with a
friend and her and I literally ran out of Santa Anita as fast
as we possibly could.

Q: The Classic: Accelerate or someone else (and who if
someone else)?
A: Accelerate. He’s dominated in Southern California and
should be able to best what is a mediocre bunch overall.
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This is a major step up in class and he’d be quite the
surprise.
#3, ISOTHERM (20-1): This 5-year-old has won only three
of 21 career starts and all three wins have come on turf.
His last start was a solid third behind the aforementioned
Accelerate in the G2 Awesome Again where he finished
third with a 119 TimeformUS Speed Figure. He is, to be
kind, ambitiously-placed and has his work cut out for him
against this group.

The Grade 1 Breeders’ Cup Dirt Mile
One Mile, Dirt, 3-year-olds and up
Churchill Downs, Race 5, 1:16 PM (EDT)
Most Likely Winner: Catalina Cruiser (#10)

#4, SEVEN TRUMPETS (15-1): Another of the four 3-yearolds in the field, he will be facing older horses for the first
time. In each of his last three he has hit the board without
winning. Two of those were won by fellow Dirt Mile
entrant Firenze Fire. In the other he finished in front of
that one as the runner-up. He earned a 122 for that effort
and with any improvement on that he could be a factor
late in this group. He had a tough trip in his last so not
dismissing this one.

By Craig Milkowski,TimeformUS
The Dirt Mile is being run around one turn for the first
time since the Breeders’ Cup was last held at Churchill
Downs back in 2011. It is the fairest test for the distance.
There are no short runs to the first turn to worry about
and plenty of time to get position before the horses reach
the only turn. The one disadvantage belongs to horses
drawn on the inside of the starting gate, particularly the
inside two posts.
The TimeformUS Pace Projector is not flagging the race
as favoring any particular running style. There is a good
mix among the 10 horses entered on Monday. Morning
line favorite Catalina Cruiser appears to have the most
speed and is forecast to be in front after the opening halfmile on a clear lead. He will almost certainly be the one to
catch and is aided by drawing the widest post position. He
ran a 128 TimeformUS Speed Figure in his last start, a win
in the G2 Pat O’ Brien at Del Mar, and that will be the
benchmark for this field.
Let’s go through the field:

#5, AWESOME SLEW (15-1): Draws the same post as he
did for this race last year. He finished third that day at 14-1
odds. He likes to come from off-the-pace. He has
campaigned almost exclusively in stakes, winning only
three of his last 20, and all three wins were at the Grade 3
level. He simply isn’t fast enough to be a win contender in
this spot.
#6, SEEKING THE SOUL (5-1): The 5-year-old horse should
appreciate the race being at Churchill Downs. He likes the
oval in general, and the one turn mile might be his best
distance. He took the G3 Ack Ack last out, a race run at this
same trip at Churchill. The race featured a slow pace,
coded in blue in TimeformUS Past Performance. He was
able to rate near the back of the pack that day and was
able to get up for a clear win despite the easy fractions.
The biggest win of his career came over this surface last
year when he won the G1 Clark Handicap. His speed
figures are nothing special in this group. His top is a 125
that he has earned on two occasions. He is a tricky horse in
this field from a betting perspective.

#1, CITY OF LIGHT (5-2): This 4-year-old colt began the
year in fine form. After closing out 2017 by winning the G1
Malibu, he reeled off two wins, including the G2 Oaklawn
Handicap where he defeated Classic morning line favorite
Accelerate with a career-best TimeformUS Speed Figure of
130. That one turned the tables on him in the G1 Santa
Anita Handicap, a race that was probably beyond his
distance capabilities at a mile and a quarter. He was
unraced for three months then returned to run second in
the G1 Forego at seven furlongs at Saratoga. It was a solid
return and should set him up nicely for this one. The post
could be an issue and he’ll need to break well to avoid
being shuffled back.

#7, FIRENZE FIRE (6-1): The 3-year-old tried the Derby trail
and actually ran in the Derby itself, albeit poorly, but he
always had the look of a horse that was more suited to one
turn. All six of his career wins have come around one turn.
This should be right up his alley. He exploded on Belmont
Stakes day when taking the G2 Dwyer by nine lengths with
a 126 figure. He rated off a tepid pace that day and
exploded home to win, leaving Classic contender
Mendelssohn in his wake. He has run well since without
lesser speed figures, but those were at shorter trips.
Strong contender.

#2, TRIGGER WARNING (20-1): Trigger Warning is quite
the traveler. He’s run at 10 different tracks in his 14 starts.
The 3-year-old had third-place finishes at huge odds in the
G1 Pennsylvania Derby and the G3 Ohio Derby, both at
more than 80-1 odds. That said, his best figure in those 14
starts is a 122 which isn’t good enough. His last two starts
have been at the G1 level in races restricted to 3-year-olds,
and he hasn’t finished closer than nine lengths behind.

#8, BRAVAZO (20-1): The last of the four sophomores in
this race, he may be the best-known with his close runner(continued on next page)
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up finish behind Triple Crown winner Justify in the G1
Preakness. His 128 speed figure that day is his career best,
but in his other 13 races he has yet to hit the 120 mark. It
can be argued that his best two races, the Preakness along
with the Derby two weeks prior, came over sloppy tracks
and he would like it wet. If the track is fast, it would
probably require blind faith in trainer D. Wayne Lukas to
put this horse on your tickets.

By Emily Gullikson, OptixEQ
The returning champion #9 Roy H (5-2/SOFT) comes into
this race with a win last out in the Santa Anita Sprint
Championship. It was his second start since Dubai and
picked up the win using his class and sharp handling from
Paco Lopez. Physically last year he came into the Breeders’
Cup looking outstanding, and he does not give quite that
same appearance this year.
On OptixPLOT, he is positioned in Quad IV. This is a bit of
concern as he has been a Quad I (some Quad II) since
moving to the dirt and re-establishing himself. While his
class is dangerous, he is not the “standout” of last year.

#9, GIANT EXPECTATIONS (15-1): Another returnee to this
race, he ran a ho-hum sixth last year while never
contending at any point. He would need a big lifetime best
to win a race of this caliber. One odd note, nine of his last
10 races have been coded in blue by TimeformUS as
having a slow pace. Only about 15 percent of races get
coded this way so it is quite the anomaly.
#10, CATALINA CRUISER (8-5): Undefeated in four starts
and has won all by at least two lengths, totaling 18 1/2
lengths in all. He’s one off the pace and on, and around
one turn and two. He draws perfectly for this field. His 128
TimeformUS Speed Figure last out is the best in the field by
a full six points. It sounds too good to be true and there is
one glaring question mark. His trainer, the very successful
John Sadler, has been anything but at the Breeders’ Cup.
He was yet to saddle a winner in 41 tries and has just three
runner-up finishes. He does trainer Filly and Mare Sprint
contender Selcourt (morning line second choice at 4-1)
earlier on the card Saturday, so it is probably worth
watching to see how she runs.

#1 Whitmore (6-1/VALUE) this is a gelding that has been
super-consistent and honest throughout his career. He is
coming into this race with solid form and capable to get an
ideal trip. For a top-level sprint race, the pace does not
look to be all that “hot” despite some contention.
Whitmore has the ability to track that opening flight and
take first run on the closers. The morning line favorites
might be a bit more vulnerable than they appear on paper,
and should that be the case, he could find himself best on
the day.
#2 Promises Fulfilled (6-1/SPREAD) is drawn inside, and
regardless of post, his current form is the fastest early in
the field. He uses his early speed and makes other horses
play his game or let him go lone on the front-end. In
addition to speed, he has a lot of grit. Even when slowing
late he does not give up and in some way intimidates
horses to pass him.
Both of these factors will make it very tough for both #5
Imperial Hint and #7 Distinctive B, the other Quad I
runners.
#5 Imperial Hint (9-5/VULNERABLE) does not look to have
any pace edge over PROMISES FULFILLED on OptixPLOT.
He is not faster to either the first or second call. He is a
Circle in Quad I, chasing behind that rival and given that
PLOT information alone is worth playing against at a short
price.
His recent work was a bit concerning, especially on the
gallop out when he ran off with the rider and was tough to
pull up.

Catalina Cruiser at Churchill on Wednesday morning ©Evers/Eclipse Sportswire/Breeders’ Cup photo
THE PLAY
My main strategy is to get Firenze Fire to run in the
exacta while not using City of Light. I’ll bet him to win and
place and play him in exacta key boxes with Catalina
Cruiser, Seeking the Soul, and Seven Trumpets. I will also
play a few trifectas.

#6 Limousine Liberal (6-1/ABOVE) returns to his home
track and seemingly favorite course Churchill Downs. He
has form, class and is coming into the race the right way.
He is a little bit better at seven furlongs than the six
furlong distance of this race.
Some of his best six furlong races were on this track and
while trip will be the big factor he should give another
honest effort and makes for a good exotic key.

Win/place: 7
Exacta key box: 7 with 4, 6, 10
Trifecta key: 7 with 4, 5, 6, 8, 10
Trifecta: 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 with 7 with 4, 5, 6, 8, 10
Trifecta: 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 with 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, with 7
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maybe run a good race at a big price is Next Shares in the
Breeders' Cup Mile--he's super-sharp right now, drew well,
will be higher than his 10-1 ML, and can handle cut in the
ground.

Melissa Nolan

Q: The Juvenile seems to be as noteworthy for who won't
be in it (Instagrand, etc.) as who will be in it. What do you
think about that race?

Q: What are your thoughts on the new race order with all
the 2-year-old events on Friday?
A: I happen to really like 2-year-old racing, so I'm looking
forward to seeing the Future Stars strut their stuff on
Friday. The 2-year-old dirt Breeders' Cup races look pretty
straightforward, but I think some chaos could happen in
the turf events, especially with the anticipated rain coming
Wednesday and Thursday. Personally, I'm looking for
Forty Under in the Juvenile Turf and The Mackem Bullet
and Just Wonderful (love that her damsire is Montjeu for
soft ground) in the Juvenile Fillies Turf to run big races.

A: Instagrand, Mucho, Call Paul, Cairo Cat, etc. are all
missing the Breeders' Cup Juvenile but I think the right
horses are still in this edition and I look forward to the East
vs. West showdown we currently have on tap.
Q: The Distaff features Abel Tasman taking on several
talented 3-year-olds. Will you be playing one of them or
going somewhere else?
A: Abel Tasman and Monomoy Girl are our two main
players (no surprise since they were both tabbed in our
HANA 2-year-olds to watch article way back before they
won their respective Kentucky Oaks!). Blue Prize is
obviously another one we'll use on some tickets because
of her record at Churchill Downs (though I have concerns
about nine furlongs being her best distance), and I'm for
sure using Verve's Tale at an enormous price on my
verticals. I think Verve's Tale is here because Barclay
knows she prefers a two-turn nine furlongs, which she
doesn't often get to run up in New York.

Q: There's a lot of chatter on social media about the Dirt
Mile not being necessary or being a hindrance on other
races like the Classic and Sprint. Do you agree?
A: This year it seems like the right horses went in the right
races, perhaps because this is a classic one-turn mile. The
Dirt Mile perhaps affects the Classic more when it's run at
two turns, but this year I think the issue is more due to a
lack of horses overall than one race poaching from the
others. I bet Corinthian in the very first Dirt Mile back at
Monmouth so personally I'm a big fan of the race ever
since.

Q: Who is the favorite you're taking a stand against and
why?

Q: What's your favorite Breeders' Cup memory (a bet you
hit, a race, etc.)?

A: Sistercharlie and Bellafina. Not a fan of the former
having a foot bruise and missing some time (in addition to
an actual run in the Flower Bowl) or her going 11 furlongs.
In regards to Bellafina, I just can't get the way she crawled
home in the Del Mar Debutante out of my head and her
trainer has definitely had mixed results bringing favorites
to Kentucky--for every American Gal there is a Moonshine
Memories, for what it's worth.

A: Street Sense in the Juvenile! 2006 was the first
Breeders' Cup I attended, and we actually bet him that
day--not that I knew what I was doing back then, but we
sure were happy with the money since we were poor
college students back then!
Q: Is Enable finally the horse to end the drought of Arc
winners in the Turf? If not her, then who interests you?

Q: Who is the horse you're most excited to bet and why?

A: She's by far the horse to beat, but we've made good
money in the past taking the also-rans in the Arc running
back in the Breeders' Cup Turf. Waldgeist is clearly her
toughest competition in there, but the Ballydoyle filly
Magical has really come on recently, and I've said for a few
weeks Glorious Empire is going to try and do his best
"Little Mike impression" in there. Enable without a doubt,
though, is the one to deny and she is so dangerous
because she's tactical and can handle any ground.

A: I don't know that I'm just dying to bet anything quite
yet, and will probably wait until I can see the live odds.
That said some some longshots I fancy in addition to the
few I mentioned above include Chalon, Chanteline, Giant
Expectations, Eziyra, and Mendelssohn.
Q: The Classic: Accelerate or someone else (and who if
someone else)?
A: It's become a trendy thing to disregard him, but I think
Accelerate is by far the one to beat and is the lone
"Classic" horse in the race. That said, McKinzie and
Mendelssohn are also A's for me.

Q: In the other grass races, do the horses from the U.S. or
Canada have any shot against the overseas invaders?
A: Our best American hope to win a Breeders' Cup turf
race is in the Turf Sprint. One American I'm looking at to
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7.

Smart Choice: The Peruvian champion last raced in
June and shows up here in the Pletcher barn. She is a
true mystery. She shows steady works since the first
of October but the lack of a prep and an inconsistent
record in South America make her hard to
recommend.

8.

Fuhriously Kissed: 0-for-three in her turf career and
one-for-eight this year on dirt. She does have a turf
pedigree, but she would need a complete form
reversal to even come close to hitting the board here.

9.

A Raving Beauty: Another Chad Brown runner coming
in off a fantastic year. She almost upset Sistercharlie
at Saratoga and got her second Grade 1 of the year in
the First Lady at Keeneland with a gritty gate-to-wire
effort. Do not sell this filly short. She could work out a
great trip with her tactical gate speed and if some of
the others encounter traffic she could easily upset.

By Mike Adams
1.

Fourstar Crook: She has had a wonderful campaign
with her only two losses coming to her stablemate
Sistercharlie. In both of those races Sistercharlie was
ahead of her. When she turned the tables on
Sistercharlie in the New York Stake she was ahead of
Sistercharlie the entire way, so the trip she works out
here will be essential. She needs to be mid pack or
stalking; if she is too far back she won’t be able to win,
but she will fire like she always does and is a must-use
on all tickets

2.

Thais: Has been off since she was third in the Beverly
D after going to the lead. I think she is a step behind
her stablemates, but she tries hard and she should get
a pretty good trip from post two.

3.

Wild Illusion: She has had a great year and was
absolutely spectacular in Prix de l’Opera in early
October. Charlie Appleby gave her a rest after winning
at Goodwood in August, and she responded with a
huge effort at Longchamp. She gets a weight break
here and if she throws the same race she did in Paris
she will be unbeatable here.

4.

Paved: Was a solid second in the Rodeo Drive, but she
has struggled against Grade 1 horses this year and
would need to really step forward to upset this group.
Not impossible but this is a huge task for her.

5.

Princess Yaiza: Another 3-year-old taking on elders.
Early in the season she was a few steps behind the
likes of Magic Wand, but she has been improving and
it all came together in the Prix de Royallieu at
Longchamp in early October. She benefited from a
smaller field but really dug in to hold off strong late
rallies from some nice fillies. I think she will have her
hands full here, but if she takes another step forward
she could be a major player.

6.

A Raving Beauty works out on Wednesday morning at
Churchill Downs - ©Evers/Eclipse Sportswire/Breeders’
Cup photo
10. Magic Wand: Not sure what to expect from her here.
She has had a long campaign and this will be her ninth
start of the year. She was good early but then flopped
in the Irish Oaks and the Yorkshire Oaks. She regained
her form at Longchamp in the fall but was no match
for Wild Illusion in the Prix de l’Opera. Post 10 might
give her a wide trip, and I would not be shocked if she
won, but my sense is that she may get overbet.

Sistercharlie: A head away from being undefeated this
year, she comes in off an extended break after
winning the Beverly D. She is an outstanding filly and
you know that she will bring her ‘A’ game. Be wary of
taking too short a price. This is a very bulky field and
her only loss came as a result of a poor break. She has
been able to overcome gate woes all year but with
this field a mistake or traffic could cost her the race.
You know she will be flying at the end no matter what
happens.

11. Mom’s On Strike: Another solid filly who always tries
hard. She will be flying at the end, but I’m not
convinced she is a Grade 1 talented filly. It’s not
impossible for her to upset, but she would need
everything to break right and she would need to fire
her best performance of her life.
(continued on next page)
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12. Santa Monica: Her campaign has been spread out and
she comes in off a third in the E.P. Taylor. Another
who could upset, but I question if she is really good
enough to take on a field as talented as this one. Her
races on firm turf have been excellent, but she would
really need to improve to hit the board here.

Craig Johnson
Q: What are your thoughts on the new race order with all
the 2-year-old events on Friday?

13. Athena: Another one who is coming in off a long
campaign and is hard to recommend. Her Belmont
Oaks was spectacular, but since then she has looked
very flat, and she is hard to recommend off her
current form and post 13.

A: I like the new race order it brings the Distaff back to
Championship Saturday. The Juvenile races are not "true"
Grade 1's with most horses having limited starts and gives
more focus on the Juvenile as the feature race on Friday.
People wagering on Saturday are familiar with the Distaff
division and will benefit from handicapping the multi-leg
wagers.

14. Eziyra: A lightly-raced filly with exceptional
connections. She came back very strong to win the
Blandford Stakes at the Curragh in September and
now picks up Dettori. This filly is one who could upset
at a big price. She is on the improve and will be
overlooked from post 14.

Q: There's a lot of chatter on social media about the Dirt
Mile not being necessary or being a hindrance on other
races like the Classic and Sprint. Do you agree?
A: I believe the Dirt Mile has taken away from the Sprint
and the Classic. The original intent, which was to have
seven Championship races, I feel has lost some of the
prestige. It is now a "betting and wagering" event, which
is not a bad thing. Overall the Classic has probably been
watered down the most over the years. I think most
"bettors" want full fields and the potential for a score. The
Classic field is missing some of the quality. But having the
dirt mile adds to the overall handle and increases some of
the betting options.
Q: What's your favorite Breeders' Cup memory (a bet you
hit, a race, etc.)?
A: From a betting standpoint - Alphabet Soup capping off
a win bet and pick three wagers. Arazi from a style
standpoint was visually-captivating in the Juvenile, one of
the most amazing sustained runs I have watched.

Analysis: Most Breeders’ Cup races have full fields and can
be fairly wide-open with multiple contenders and a slew of
others who have a chance to win, but in this year’s Filly
and Mare Turf it looks like the cream is going to rise to the
top. That means that the likely winners include Fourstar
Crook, Sistercharlie, and Wild Illusion. Outside of that
group I could see Eziyra, Magic Wand and A Raving Beauty
having small chances to upset.
The big three here look just too strong and I feel strongly
that the winner will be one of those three.

Q: Is Enable finally the horse to end the drought of Arc
winners in the Turf? If not her, then who interests you?
A: Enable was inferior this year to her Arc performance
from 2017. She ran slower, faced a weaker field and was
all out at the finish and has had issues this year. People
are handicapping this race off Enable's form from last year
and her races from last year. Race form doesn't last
forever. I can't imagine her winning this race. Sadler's Joy
and Robert Bruce are the two that interest me most.

Top Contenders: Fourstar Crook, Sistercharlie, Wild
Illusion
Second Tier: Magic Wand, A Raving Beauty, Eziyra,
Princess Yaiza

Q: In the other grass races, do the horses from the U.S. or
Canada have any shot against the overseas invaders?

The Pick: Wild Illusion

A: I think the U.S. and Canada horses should do well in the
Breeders’ Cup Mile. They have a pace and race flow edge
in that race. This race looks wide open, and race flow and
(continued on next page)
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velocity will determine the outcome. The "best" horse
may not win.
Q: The Juvenile seems to be as noteworthy for who won't
be in it (Instagrand, etc.) as who will be in it. What do you
think about that race?

By Mike Adams

A: A strong field of contenders who are all working well
and seem poised to have career-best efforts. Complexity,
Code of Honor, Standard Deviation and Game Winner are
all coming into the race in peak form and Complexity is not
getting enough credit for a dominating "old school" ranthem-off-their-feet effort in the Champagne. He has the
pace edge and continues to work well. Game Winner has
put together three solid races. Overall a talented field of
the best horses in training now. The top horses for next
year are probably not running in this race.

1.

Arthur Kitt: looks overmatched here after a poor fifth
in the Royal Lodge at Newmarket. He may benefit
from a move to two turns and firmer turf but looks
like an outsider at best.

2.

Uncle Benny: Jason Servis has been on a huge roll, and
this horse is worth taking a flyer on, especially in
exotics. It’s asking a lot to put him in this spot, but
Benny looks very talented, and he has a huge turn of
foot.

3.

Much Better: ran an absolute monster race in the
Zuma Beach. He was close to a hot pace, was forced
into a premature move, and still hung on for second. If
he gets the right trip he will be the one to beat.

Q: The Distaff features Abel Tasman taking on several
talented 3-year-olds. Will you be playing one of them or
going somewhere else?
A: Abel Tasman seems to be tailing off. I will use this as a
spread race, and I prefer some of the older horses in Wow
Cat, La Force, and Blue Prize.
Q: Who is the favorite you're taking a stand against and
why?
A: Enable. Enable is being hyped based on the races she
ran last year. In 2017 Enable dominated the Arc against
stronger competition and had a full campaign to get
ready. She has done little this year, and her Arc was an
average effort against a below-average field for the Arc.
The 2018 Arc was a weak race compared to the previous
five to seven Arc fields. The fact that Enable was 4-5 in
that field based off one synthetic prep gives me a lot to
ponder. Every year the Europeans tell us the Arc winner is
the greatest ever. It's just not true.

Much Better takes a spin around Churchill Downs on
Tuesday morning - ©Evers/Eclipse Sportswire/Breeders’
Cup photo
4.

Forty Under: took a huge step forward in the Pilgrim
where he benefited from a great ride by Manny
Franco. He is on the improve and could get the right
trip. A solid contender.

5.

Line of Duty: He was a sharp winner at Chantilly going
a mile and an eighth on soft turf. Appleby tends to
only bring runners who like firm turf to the Breeders’
Cup, so I expect this one to fire. Don’t forget this
combo scored with Outstrip a couple of years ago in
this exact race.

6.

Henley’s Joy: has two wins and a second so far in his
young career, but he got a dream trip in the Bourbon
and could not convert. He would have to really step
forward to win here

7.

Somelikeithotbrown: Another runner with a good
record who could upset, but I’m not convinced he is
ready to step forward. He really has had no excuses in
his last two, and Irad Ortiz chose to ride Uncle Benny.
(continued on next page)

Q: Who is the horse you're most excited to bet and why?
A: Imperial Hint - From the Fighting City of Philadelphia,
he has cruised this year. Should get a pace set-up and
challenged enough to throw down a 1:07 and change and
maybe a 115 Plus Beyer speed figure. The "Pocket Rocket"
is one of the fastest sprinters of the last 20 years.
Q: The Classic: Accelerate or someone else (and who if
someone else)?
A: Accelerate is capable of winning, but I'm not sure he is
peaking. Catholic Boy has gotten my attention with three
straight races that are under-appreciated. His
resoluteness has been fun to watch. The race flow
screams pace-collapse, but Catholic Boy may come from
behind three-to-four lengths off the pace in this race.
Catholic Boy is my top selection, but several have a chance
this is a wild finish to the two days.
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8.

9.

Opry: Was a solid winner at Saratoga but failed to fire
in the Pilgrim. Was it the softer turf at Belmont? He
figures to be a square price, but I think he is deep
water here.

Nicolle Neulist, blinkers-off.com

The Black Album: Won the Prix la Rochette at
Longchamp at a huge price and was purchased by
Gary Barber and Team Valor after. He is a hard-trying
runner, and he could upset if he takes to Churchill and
some firmer turf.

Q: What are your thoughts on the new race order with all
the 2-year-old events on Friday?
A: The new race order makes perfect sense. Five races is
enough to feel like a full day of the Breeders’ Cup. And, it
allows the people who like to handicap and bet 2-year-old
races to apply that acumen to the multi-race sequences on
Friday.
The juvenile day has a gaping hole, though: a dirt sprint.
Yes, the Breeders’ Cup tried one in 2011 and 2012, and it
was axed after a short field in 2012. But, Breeders’ Cup
has learned its lesson from that failure. They implemented
the Juvenile Turf Sprint this year along with a series of four
“Win and You’re In” races to go with it. Those included
turf sprints at Royal Ascot, Keeneland, Santa Anita, and
Belmont. In other words, they’re doing the work to
develop a division around the race.
Contrast that with the Juvenile Sprint, for which there
were no “Win and You’re In” races in 2011, and then just
one in 2012. The one in 2012 wasn’t even on the right
surface: the Juvenile Sprint was on dirt, but the Win and
You’re In was the Middle Park, a turf sprint at Newmarket.
The Breeders’ Cup should revisit the idea of a Juvenile
Sprint -- after all, not every 2-year-old dirt horse is a twoturn horse. But, it needs to make sure to set up a
structure of “Win and You’re In” dirt sprints around it,
since building a division around the race will build a better
field for the race.

10. War of Will: Went a long way on the lead in the
Bourbon but probably should won off that trip. He is a
maiden and probably only hits the board if he benefits
from a favorable pace setup.
11. King of Speed: Comes in off two wins, and in his last
he greatly benefited from a hot pace and great
Stevens ride. He will be coming again at the end and
has a chance to hit the board if he gets the right pace
setup.
12. Current: was very green in the Bourbon but showed a
great turn of foot when he finally switched leads and
was able to run down the leaders. Post 12 will greatly
hinder him, but he looks very talented and could take
a big step forward if he can work out a trip.
13. Marie’s Diamond: Re-rallied to end up fourth in the
Middle Park at Newmarket. He has some tactical
speed but post 13 and a quality field like this make
him an unlikely winner.
14. Anthony Van Dyck: He was no match for the ultratalented Too Darn Hot in the Dewhurst. He adds Lasix
and is reunited with Ryan Moore. He is a strong
contender, but I would be wary of taking too short a
price on him from post 14.
Analysis: This edition of the Juvenile Turf is very deep with
a true collection of horses from New York, Kentucky,
California, and Europe. This field has a lot of talent, so
getting the right pace and the right trip will be essential for
the winning horse. Much Better, Current, and Line of Duty
look like solid contenders. Forty Under is on the improve
and is ability to sit mid-pack will really help him. Line of
Duty looks like he is really sitting a great race but both
Much Better and Current look ultra-talented. I think these
four stand out but given the depth of this field, do not be
afraid to spread out in your wagering.

Q: There's a lot of chatter on social media about the Dirt
Mile not being necessary or being a hindrance on other
races like the Classic and Sprint. Do you agree?

Top Contenders: Much Better, Forty Under, Line of Duty,
Current
Second Tier: Uncle Benny, The Black Album, King of Speed,
Anthony Van Dyck

A: A two-turn Dirt Mile devolves into Classic-lite: a short
route for those who can’t stay the Classic distance. But, I
love the Dirt Mile at one turn. The one-turn mile requires a
(continued on next page)

The Pick: Line of Duty
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mix of speed and stamina sufficiently different from both
the six-furlong Sprint and the ten-furlong Classic that it
becomes a true showcase of middle-distance dirt horses
who can carry speed. The ability to run a one-turn mile
should be a prerequisite for a track to have a Breeders’
Cup at all.

Q: In the other grass races, do the horses from the U.S. or
Canada have any shot against the overseas invaders?
A: Though Enable and Waldgeist tower in the Turf, the
other grass races have plenty of North American horses
who should be able to hold their own, and several of my
top selections are from the continent. Oscar Performance
has emerged a juggernaut at a flat mile this year, and
ought to continue the pattern of every Woodbine Mile
(G1) winner in the 2010’s finishing in the money in the
Mile. The Juvenile Turf looks ripe for chaos, and in that
wide-open race, the tactically-versatile and route-bred
Uncle Benny has a world of upside. Newspaperofrecord
impressed both on debut and in the Miss Grillo (G2), has
shown the ability to handle ground with give, and hails
from a Chad Brown barn that has won three of the last
four editions of the Juvenile Fillies Turf. Brown also has a
five-strong contingent in the Filly and Mare Turf. Though
Sistercharlie is generally regarded as the top of his string,
I’m taking Fourstar Crook to turn the tables. She is the
only one to beat Sistercharlie this year, defeating her by a
head in the New York (G2) on Belmont weekend, and the
mile and three eighths may suit her even better.

Q: What's your favorite Breeders' Cup memory (a bet you
hit, a race, etc.)?
A: The 2014 Breeders’ Cup Sprint could not have gone
more perfectly. I was out at Hawthorne that day, and post
time for the Sprint fell right between the seventh and the
eighth. I had enough time after the seventh to get a bet
down on the Sprint and then head down to the paddock. I
checked the tote at Santa Anita -- Rich Tapestry, who I had
planned to bet, had been hammered down to 5-2.
Meanwhile, Illinois-bred Work All Week sat somewhere
near 20-1. Maybe I was being a homer, but Work All Week
had still never lost in a dirt sprint, and he had beaten good
enough horses in the Phoenix (G2) to rate an outside shot.
I called an audible; instead of betting Rich Tapestry to win,
I put my money on Work All Week instead.
I got down to the little underground paddock at
Hawthorne. The TV, usually tuned to Hawthorne’s feed,
was flipped to Santa Anita. I would usually scrutinize every
joint, every step, of the $15,000 claimers, non-winners of
two lifetime, who were beginning to file into the paddock.
Instead, I watched Chicago’s favorite son bound out of a
starting gate 2,000 miles away.
1:08.28 later, as Work All Week held Secret Circle half a
length a bay, I struggled to express my enthusiasm in a
way that wouldn’t spook all the horses. He had done it!
My near future held a cashed ticket, and therefore a nice
bottle of whiskey. And, even better, the eyes of the racing
world would turn, if for only a moment, to a horse from
my home circuit.

Nicolle thinks Fourstar Crook will knock off stablemate
Sistercharlie in the Filly & Mare Turf - ©Evers/Eclipse
Sportswire/Breeders’ Cup photo

Q: Is Enable finally the horse to end the drought of Arc
winners in the Turf? If not her, then who interests you?
A: Enable does look like the horse who can end the
drought, but it’s more about her place on the form cycle
than it is about the fact that she is such a talented turf
mare. The Arc is so often the goal of a long campaign, with
the Breeders’ Cup Turf that lucrative “One Race Too
Many.” But, Enable comes into the Breeders’ Cup Turf
third off an 11-month layoff, making it reasonable to think
she will be the rare Arc winner who enters the Breeders’
Cup even sharper.
Among the rest in the Breeders’ Cup Turf, Waldgeist is
the other horse who makes sense to cover in a multi-race
wager. He has found the best form of his life this year, and
finished a respectable fourth in the Arc last time out. He
also comes third off a two and a half month layoff, so has
upside to improve from the Arc.

Q: The Juvenile seems to be as noteworthy for who won't
be in it (Instagrand, etc.) as who will be in it. What do you
think about that race?
A: Instagrand isn’t casting an imposing shadow over the
race -- but, in his absence, Game Winner is. He has done
everything asked of him in California, notching three
daylight wins in three races. It does not hurt his case that
he is owned by Gary and Mary West and trained by Bob
Baffert: just like 2013 Breeders’ Cup Juvenile winner New
Year’s Day. There are a few interesting competitors who
could move up: Standard Deviation may get more pace to
chase and may settle a bit closer with blinkers, and Code of
Honor should turn in an improved effort with more
(continued on next page)
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distance, especially with a better start. But, Game Winner
sits atop the juvenile dirt route division until someone can
topple him.

over a local Del Mar course he was known to like!), this is
the perfect time of year to stand against short-priced
favorites from the shedrow.
Q: Who is the horse you're most excited to bet and why?
A: Firenze Fire in the Dirt Mile.
In one-turn mile races. I love playing horses who have
already proven themselves adept at one-turn miles.
Firenze Fire has, winning three of four at the trip, most
recently when dismantling Seven Trumpets and
Mendelssohn in the Dwyer (G3).
And, with a pair of California shippers likely to take
action at the windows, Firenze Fire will be no worse than
third wagering choice in the field. But, though the sevenfurlong form is admittedly a positive sign, neither Catalina
Cruiser nor City of Light has even tried a one-turn mile yet.
Furthermore, jockey Irad Ortiz rode City of Light last time
out in the Forego (G1), but instead chooses to stick with
Firenze Fire, with whom he has partnered in his last three
races.

Q: The Distaff features Abel Tasman taking on several
talented 3-year-olds. Will you be playing one of them or
going somewhere else?

Q: The Classic: Accelerate or someone else (and who if
someone else)?

A: I like Monomoy Girl best of the Distaff contenders. She
has been consistent all year long, and has taken well to
both Churchill and the nine-furlong trip. Though she is a 3year-old facing older, the older horses don’t loom
particularly tough unless Abel Tasman returns to her best.
Off that last effort, I can’t trust her to do so.
But, the Distaff is my least-favorite betting race of the
day. I’m not convinced by any individual alternative to
Monomoy Girl, but I’m not convinced Monomoy Girl will
be worth the short tote price. I’ll have lean into Monomoy
Girl if I play multi-race wagers through the Distaff, backing
up with the likes of Wow Cat (who is getting her American
sea legs), Midnight Bisou (who is improving for Asmussen),
and Vale Dori (who woke up with blinkers last time out),
but I’m more likely to focus my betting action on races
other than the Distaff.

A: I loved Catholic Boy in the Travers (G1), and I’m staying
in his camp for the Breeders’ Cup Classic. Yes, it’s his first
race against older horses, and he hasn’t run since the
Travers. But, Jonathan Thomas has been a whiz at training
Catholic Boy to be ready for spaced-out races. He has
proven mile and a quarter stamina. Finally, even though he
has been on or near the lead in his last three starts,
Catholic Boy is tactically-versatile enough to sit off the
pace if he needs. It wouldn’t be a surprise if he just sits off
Mendelssohn like he did in the Travers, but he won’t be
forced to battle if the likes of Thunder Snow, West Coast,
or even Axelrod stomp on the gas. All this adds up to
Catholic Boy having the tools he needs to win the Classic.

Q: Who is the favorite you're taking a stand against and
why?
A: Both Accelerate in the Classic and Catalina Cruiser in
the Dirt Mile are hard stand-againsts. Of course
Accelerate’s post doesn’t help him. Of course the fact that
Catalina Cruiser has only run four times (and never at the
one-turn mile) doesn’t help him. But, the core reason for
opposing both is the same.
It’s hardly original to be wary of John Sadler shippers -but with his 0-41 record in the Breeders’ Cup (including
not just shippers, but Accelerate in the Dirt Mile last year

Nicolle is sticking with Travers winner Catholic Boy in the
Breeders’ Cup Classic - photo by Penelope P. Miller,
America’s Best Racing
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can win this 2018 sprint. Will try to stay close enough to
mow them down late. The outside post should help, and
he gets Paco Lopez back in the saddle, who won with him
in the True North and Santa Anita Sprint Championship.
Lopez is aggressive and should have him close to the pace.
To be the Champ, you have to beat the Champ.

By Craig Johnson
A rousing rendition of the 2018 Breeders’ Cup Sprint is
on tap, with five contenders who are sharp and battletested ready to match strides at six furlongs and declare a
true Sprint Champion for 2018.
Imperial Hint - The Pocket Rocket from the Fighting City of
Philadelphia gets the rematch with Roy H, who defeated
him last year in the Breeders’ Cup Sprint at Old Del Mar.
This year they meet on a neutral court, and Imperial Hint
has back-to-back Grade 1 victories coming into the race.
He has the most tactical speed of the top contenders. A
winning trip would have him just off the pace of Promises
Fulfilled, then he would find a seam and get the jump on
the horses coming from behind. Gritty and fast, he has all
the tools. And he continues to breathe fire in the
mornings.
His only knock is a 0-for-two record at Churchill Downs,
but one of those races was at seven furlongs in the slop,
and the second one was a loss in the Pat Day Mile. His
lifetime six-furlong record is eight wins in 11 starts with
two seconds.

Promises Fulfilled - is razor sharp and has dominated the 3year-old division with authoritative victories at Saratoga,
defeating the top sophomores, and then beat older horses
at Keeneland. Blocky and well-muscled, he has a high
cruising speed and a pit-bull mentality. He wants the lead
but doesn't need the point, and he may still have room for
improvement. This guy is fast and game - if you mess with
the bull, you will get the horns.

Roy H - The defending champion comes in off a victory but
now has to take his talents on the road to Churchill
Downs.

Whitmore-is the old pro; he dances all the dances, and six
furlongs may be his best distance. He picked up the win in
the Forego with the perfect trip. He will try to motor late
and pick up the pieces if the pace gets hot. Small margin
for error and will need a good trip and the right pace flow
to get the win.
Limousine Liberal-comes in off a defeat to Promises
Fulfilled and Whitmore, but gets more pace in this race
and had trip-trouble at Keeneland which may lower his
price. Has raced well at Churchill and can run inside and
outside with his move. It may be his turn to pick up the big
prize. The morning line is 6-1 will drift slightly higher, and
he needs a few horses to regress or a speed duel to
develop to set up his run.

Roy H won last year’s Breeders’ Cup Sprint and is back to
defend his title - photo by Penelope P. Miller, America’s
Best Racing

My top selection is Imperial Hint, he is sharp, working
fast and gets the speed to chase Promises Fulfilled for a
half and get the first jump and keep Roy H on the outside.
My other choice is Limousine Liberal who may benefit
from a fast pace and has been training at Churchill Downs
for a couple of years.

He has benefited from small fields in his wins this year
and now faces the best of the division. In 2017 he took
advantage of the extreme bias at Del Mar. He faces an
overall stricter field, but he has three-to-four races that
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Q: The Juvenile seems to be as noteworthy for who won't
be in it (Instagrand, etc.) as who will be in it. What do you
think about that race?

Mike Adams

A: I think it’s a solid, quality field. It reminds me a lot of the
race that Uncle Mo won in 2010 at Churchill, and I think
the cream will rise to the top.

Q: What are your thoughts on the new race order with all
the 2-year-old events on Friday?

Q: The Distaff features Abel Tasman taking on several
talented 3-year-olds. Will you be playing one of them or
going somewhere else?

A: I like the format change. It splits up the race nicely and
makes for a better betting card on Friday IMO.

A: I don’t have a real strong opinion in that race but given
the connections involved it will be very easy to cheer
against Able Tasman and the 3-year-olds while hoping Blue
Prize or Champagne Problems beat them all.
Q: Who is the favorite you're taking a stand against and
why?
A: Probably Imperial Hint. He is 0 for 2 at Churchill and
figures to be a very short price
Q: Who is the horse you're most excited to bet and why?
Q: There's a lot of chatter on social media about the Dirt
Mile not being necessary or being a hindrance on other
races like the Classic and Sprint. Do you agree?

A: This always changes as the week goes on, but at press
time it’s Line of Duty in the Juvenile Turf or Roaring Lion in
the Classic.

A: I think the Dirt Mile is a great race and except for when
Liam’s Map skipped it hasn’t taken away from the Classic. I
do think it should only be run at tracks like Churchill that
can run a true 1 turn mile.

Q: The Classic: Accelerate or someone else (and who if
someone else)?
A: I’ve always loved Yoshida and having Mott in your
corner for a BC Classic at Churchill is always good. I also am
a big fan of Roaring Lion and I have been waiting all year to
see him run on Dirt. He has been so good this season and
being a Kitten’s Joy out of a Street Sense mare he may take
to the dirt and crush these.

Q: What's your favorite Breeders' Cup memory (a bet you
hit, a race, etc.)?
A: I have a bunch and they all involve betting…so in no
particular order. Ghostzapper, Unbridled Song, Talismanic,
Better Talk Now, Outstrip, Lure, Da Hoss and Blame
Q: Is Enable finally the horse to end the drought of Arc
winners in the Turf? If not her, then who interests you?
A: Yes, she was clearly short at the end of the Arc, and she
should actually be much stronger at Churchill. If she gets
upset it will be by Channel Maker.
Q: In the other grass races, do the horses from the U.S. or
Canada have any shot against the overseas invaders?

Mike is looking for Yoshida to upset the favorites in the
Breeders’ Cup Classic - ©Evers/Eclipse
Sportswire/Breeders’ Cup photo

A: Yes, I think Fourstar Crook, Sistercharlie, Current, Much
Better, Forty Under, Newpaperofrecord and Concrete Rose
all have big chances to beat the Euros on the turf.
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Sand, yet again, as he did in the Lynch in June. The result
was not too dissimilar, because Kissin In The Sand is simply
a better horse, but it was a shame the Nancy Johanssontrained filly could not take home the roses. She is an
amazingly determined, class filly and deserved better off
that monster effort.
How good is Tactical Landing right now? Congrats to Jim
Takter for his patience and horsemanship. What a great
job.
Captain Crunch had terrible racing luck last week for the
aforementioned Johansson, but this week it could not
have worked out better. And after Kissin In The Sand, she
probably deserved some racing luck. It’s fitting that Sweet
Lou and Captaintreacherous both landed in the Crown
winner’s circle as sires in their first crops.
The Crown for older trotters was probably another
victory we could describe as fitting, where Homicide
Hunter, as the fastest trotter of the season (and in harness
racing), bounced back from a sub-par effort in his
elimination to grab the chocolates. George Napolitano
won his first ever Breeders Crown.
Shartin N looked beaten. She really looked beaten; well
to me, anyway, but she had other ideas. She’s 100 percent
Standardbred racehorse. Jim King got his first Crown, and I
thought that was so nice to see.
The mandatory payout of the Pick 5 generated $72,000
of new wagering, which was slightly above the normal 300
percent of the carryover.
Who did you like out of the big four in the filly trot:
Atlanta, Plunge Blue Chip, Phaetosive or Manchego? The
quietly-good Lily Stride had something to say about it and
lit up the toteboard for Tetrick and Harder. You just never
know in this game.
If it all comes down to the Breeders Crown, a hard-luck
horse in Dorsduro Hanover finally got his due. The son of
the late Somebeachsomewhere was nothing short of
brilliant as he crushed a nice field through wicked
fractions. Matt Kakaley got his second of the night;
although for this one he’d probably give all the props to a
fantastic colt.
Luc Blais is a very good horseman who can get a horse
ready for a big event, and he did it once again with
Emoticon Hanover. The daughter of Kadabra gave Ontariosired horses their second win of the evening. Huge props
to Ake Svanstedt for his move with Ice Attraction. It made
the race and he almost stole it.
The last race of the evening was the open pace, and
while this year’s event wasn’t quite as compelling as most
years, we still had McWicked against Lazarus. It’s a shame
the Down Under horse had issues, because off a 55.2 half
the race would’ve probably been interesting if he was
right.
It was a tough year with a lot of bad weather for the
cards to try 15 percent takeout, but I can tell you without
equivocation the customers I spoke with appreciated it. If
the Crown sticks with promotions like this, I think they’ll
build not only a good racing brand for the future, but a
good betting brand, too.

Brought to you by the Meadowlands/PlayMeadowlands.com

Rain or Shine, the Breeders Crown delivers
By Dean Towers, Harness Racing Update
Golf fans lament the weather at the British Open, but I’m
not sure that championship can hold a candle to ours of
late. This year, the rain came down, and to make matters
worse, the temperature was colder than I generally am at
the windows.
I don’t know how you feel, but when all was said and
done it made no difference at all to me. It was a great
night. Please allow me to whip through a few things that
caught my eye, minute by minute during the evening.
The first Crown race of the night saw the uber-talented
Warrawee Ubeaut convert after being tested mercilessly
by several good fillies. She looks like something special.
The kick-off race reminded me how good harness racing is
when the fields are evenly matched and the drivers give it
a go. It was wonderfully entertaining, and the bettors
responded with a Pick 4 pool that approached $60,000.
Twenty minutes later, we saw a 2-year-old trotter (who
looks as handy as a 4-year-old pacer) splish-splash to a
convincing win to keep his undefeated record intact. If
you’re not excited to see what Gimpanzee can do next
year I don’t think you like harness racing. Marcus
Melander ran one-two.
If you were impressed with Gimpanzee I suspect you
marveled a few moments later at another Chapter Seven
offspring in Woodside Charm. She’s seven-for-seven, and
she’s sensational. How nice is it that even in this day and
age a small stable can get a horse like this?

Woodside Charm was one of the stars of the Breeders
Crown – Curtis Salonick photo
The fireworks returned for the 3-year-old filly pace with
Yannick Gingras parking out Scotty Z and Kissin In The
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Jockey/Trainer/Sire/Last Track/Odds Stats 2011-17. Please note some of these stats have been cut down from the full file for space
reasons. If you’d like to download the entire text file, please click here.

Dirt Sprints
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Jockeys in Dirt Sprints
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Trainers in Dirt Sprints
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Sires in Dirt Sprints
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Dirt Routes
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Jockeys in Dirt Routes
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Trainers in Dirt Routes
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Sires in Dirt Routes
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